All Brasco benches are made in the USA from top grade aluminum, so they'll never rust. Select from a variety of powder coat colors that best match your brand, along with various HDPE slat colors, if those are chosen as a seat slat.

All benches are available with or without aluminum seat dividers / anti-vagrant bars.
Bus shelters and their design have a big impact on the transit experience of their riders. The type and quality of amenities offered at shelters can affect how long people think they are waiting for a bus.

Benches, lighting, and posted schedule information all contribute to a rider feeling safe and comfortable during their wait.
BENCHES

Brasco’s line of bus shelters include matching freestanding bench styles in our Eclipse, Interlude, and Aspen Series models.

**ECLIPSE**

- **SEAT OPTIONS:** Perforated Aluminum, Aluminum Slats, HDPE
- **WIDTH** 18”
- **LENGTH** 4’, 6’, 8’
- **HEIGHT** 18”

**INTERLUDE**

- **SEAT OPTIONS:** Perforated Aluminum
- **WIDTH** 18”
- **LENGTH** 4’, 6’
- **HEIGHT** 21”

**ASPEN**

- **SEAT OPTIONS:** HDPE
- **WIDTH** 21”
- **LENGTH** 5’
- **HEIGHT** 18”
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All of Brasco’s bike racks are Made in USA from aluminum and powder coated to color of preference. Brasco bike racks can be surface mounted or in-ground mounted and tailored to various decal and logo designs.

Bike racks are an economical addition to any transit shelter or streetscape project to promote a walkable, active community lifestyle.

All designs are approved by and recommended by the Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP).
BIKE RACKS

Post bike rack displaying white LED illumination

Aspen bike rack

Classic hoop with custom logo

Classic hoop bike rack with Axle Series shelter
LEANING RAILS

HDPE OR ALUMINUM OPTIONS

ECLIPSE (LR-EC)
A sturdy leaning rail that be either surface-mounted or affixed to shelter or wall. Solid aluminum frame construction with either HDPE slats or perforated aluminum infill. Choose from square or round 3” support columns. Available in 4’, 6’ and 8’ lengths and a 32” height, but custom lengths and heights are possible upon request. HDPE can be laser cut for agency logo branding. Frame is powder coated to the color of your choice.

LR-ECP  Perforated Aluminum Infill
LR-ECH  HDPE Infill

CONTOUR (LR-CO)
A modern rail that can be surface-mounted or affixed to a shelter or wall. Constructed from 4” round aluminum extrusion and is available in 4’, 6’ and 8’ lengths and a 32” height. Powder coated to the color of your choice.
Brasco’s trash receptacles are made from top grade aluminum or steel, and are powder coated to complement your project’s brand. We offer a variety of sizes for either surface mounting or column mounting.

Consider adding a 10 gallon receptacle to the column of a cart corral, or a 32 gallon to your bus shelter. All receptacles are ADA compliant, made in the USA, and designed with tamper resistant hardware.

**Landscape 10-20**
Small steel waste receptacles for column mounting with optional lids and optional mounting bracket. Includes center message band.

**10 Gallon Landscape Trash Receptacle**
**20 Gallon Landscape Trash Receptacle**
- Retainer bands hold bags in place
- Bottom drainage holes included
- Mounting holes for poles or walls included
- Add decals to center band for message
- Weather and UV-resistant powder coat
- Available in black, coffee brown, or hunter green

**Eclipse 32**
18” Diameter, 38” H. Large freestanding aluminum waste receptacle with optional lid and optional liner.

**32 Gallon Eclipse Trash Receptacle**
- Pedestal base with drainage holes included
- Weather and UV-resistant powder coat
- Available in standard powder coat painted finish RAL colors

**Streetscape**
26” Diameter, 33” H. Large freestanding steel waste receptacle with optional lid, optional liner and optional center message band.

**35 Gallon Streetscape Trash Receptacle**
- Optional “Recycle Blue” finish
- Pre-drilled mounting holes for concrete
- Weather and UV-resistant powder coat
- Available in black, coffee brown, or hunter green